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??????????? ?????????????? ???? ??
???? ?????
???????? This paper is intended to touch Wisdoms in the world through reading of Sacred
Scriptures. This time we expand the scope. Here we consider Nippon−Eitaigura?????
??, Kobunshinpou−koushuh????????and Chounin−Bukuro?????. To be con-
crete, we consider the followings : 1) the ideology in the beginning of Nippon−Eitaigura??
?????, 2) the quotations from Kobunshinpou−koushuh????????, 3) “the adapta-
tion to circumstances and the balance” in Chounin−Bukuro?????.
??? ??????Nippon−Eitaigura???????, Kobunshinpou−koushuh????????,
Chounin−Bukuro?????, this transient world, epicureanism, quotation, ad-
aptation to circumstances, balance.
??????????????? No.?? ?????
????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
